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THE JINKX AND DELA HOLIDAY SHOW RETURNS TO ATL THIS HOLIDAY SEASON 
 

ATLANTA – Today, Drag Race Superstars, BenDeLaCreme and Jinkx Monsoon, announced the return of 

their fan-favorite holiday extravaganza. On November 11, 2024, The Jinkx and DeLa Holiday Show hits 

the stage at Atlanta Symphony Hall for a night of song, dance, and hilarity. Tickets for this show go on sale 

this Friday, July 12 at 1pm at ticketmaster.com. For tickets and further information visit aso.org/live. 
 
About The Jinkx and DeLa Holiday Show 

You better watch out, you better not cry, because “The Queens of Christmas” (Entertainment Weekly) are 

coming to ATLANTA with a brand-new edition of the internationally acclaimed The Jinkx & DeLa Holiday 

Show! 

 

Throughout the show’s 7-year history, Jinkx and DeLa have traveled through time a la ‘A Christmas Carol’ 

with a wacky multiversal twist, defeated AI overlords trying to replace them, battled it out to define the 

meaning of Christmas, got trapped in a meta world of their own creation through the lens of a Faustian 

nightmare, and explored post-Pandemic depression via a talking peppermint candy puppet. And that’s just a 

few of the show’s past plotlines. While there's no guessing as to what wild and unexpected directions this 

year's show will take audiences, fans can expect another year of over-the-top camp spectacle, side-splitting 

gags, brand new songs, heartfelt storytelling, thrilling dance numbers, and iconic costumes. Join the sugary, 

terminally delightful DeLa and the spicy bombastic Jinkx for an evening The New York Times says is “sure 

to lift your spirits and make you howl with laughter.”  

 

This marks the dynamic duo’s 6th live holiday show production, following the massive success of five 

previous holiday tours, and a cult-classic holiday film (The Jinkx & DeLa Holiday Special in 2020). Since its 

inception, BenDeLaCreme and Monsoon have written a new holiday show every year and are the sole 

writers of the production--a major achievement for two drag artists who tour at this scale. With 

BenDeLaCreme in the producer and director’s chairs, the show is entirely helmed by the queens 

themselves, and has proven to be a “winter-time staple” (ELLE) that continues to get even bigger each year.  

 

The Jinkx & DeLa Holiday Show is co-written and co-created by BenDeLaCreme and Jinkx Monsoon, 

directed by BenDeLaCreme, produced by BenDeLaCreme Presents (a company comprised of producers 

BenDeLaCreme, Kevin Heard, Gus Lanza, and Associate Producer Jin Moon). For VIP add-ons, please visit 

JinkxAndDeLa.com. 

 

The Jinkx and DeLa Holiday Show with BenDeLaCreme and Jinkx Monsoon is presented by Delta 
Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE and Zero Mile Presents and will be performed at Atlanta Symphony Hall 
on November 11, 2024, at 8:00PM.  
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About Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE 
Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE concerts feature world-renowned musicians and entertainers, several of 
which will be joined on-stage by the GRAMMY® award-winning, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Highlighting 
genres across the entertainment gamut, guests can enjoy concerts and events ranging from pop, rock, 
country, R&B, jazz, comedy, podcasts, book tours and everything in between. Symphony Hall continues to 
present a diverse array of artists throughout the year, bringing unique visual and audial experiences to the 
Atlanta community through the magic of live performances. 
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